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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the fourth fab edition of “On the Cards”! Word about our
magazine has now spread to the upper echelons of the card universe with
letter-writing superstar, Christine Frewing, making a guest appearance in
“Picture Postcard Monthly” and copies being sent to John Walton
(President of the Cartophilic Society of Great Britain). Spare promotional
copies were available at Rivermead which will, hopefully, make collectors
aware of our unique club and its manifold activities.
For those of you who have developed a
keen interest in cigarette or trade card
collecting, and as Editor of the CSGB’s
bimonthly “Cartophilic Notes & News”
magazine, I would recommend that you
consider joining the Society. Your Chairman,
Coral Print, has recently done so and is now
actively contributing to the research
activities of the Society alongside John Cahill.
The Reading Card Club’s activities are also
regularly reviewed. In this edition of “On the
Cards”, Coral has contributed the first of two
historical articles on “Rorke’s Drift”. Well
done, Coral, for all your hard work and thank NEW EDITOR AND GREMLINS (WITH
you so much for your kind support and
FORMER EDITOR PETER WRIGHT)
encouragement. You, and your enthusiastic Committee team, have worked
wonders for the club and I’m sure that all the members are extremely
grateful for your dedicated efforts on their behalf.
Both the Rivermead Fair and our Annual Dinner were a great success and
a wonderful time was had by all. A gallery of Annual Dinner photos, taken
at the Sonning event by ace photographer Liz Tebbut, are displayed on the
back page. Reports and photos from the Annual Fair will be shown in “On
the Cards” No.5 to be issued on the 22nd September. I hope you will all
enjoy this eclectic edition which includes battles with Zulus and hay bailer
wasps! Please have a go at the Tubbian Delight puzzle corner card. There
will be a free raffle ticket for the winner of next issue’s puzzle card and, if
the winner is female, a tender kiss from the Editor …. on second thoughts,
forget the kiss! I don’t wish to scare away any possible participators!!
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
By the time that you receive this edition of
“On the Cards”, the Annual Rivermead Fair will
have come and gone. I must give a big thank you
to Geoff and Roy who do a fantastic job in
organizing it. Getting all the dealers together
with their allotted table numbers; taking
payment; and doing a layout plan takes a lot of
hard work. Thank you both. John Cahill and his
competition team also do a remarkable job. No
wonder our Annual Fair is so popular.
Bryan Clark has stepped into the Secretary’s shoes very well and is a great
help to the Committee. So, too, is John Devaney’s editorial input into our
new club magazine “On the Cards”. We send a copy to the “Picture Postcard
Monthly” and we were pleased to see that Brian Lund liked the article by
Christine Frewing so much that he repeated it in his letter page. Well done
Christine. I am sure that John will welcome other contributions so please
try and write something about either your collection, or an individual
series, or just a card that you find interesting. John is doing such a good job
on the magazine so let us have a little input from you.
We have had some super presentations recently from club members
Richard Howarth and Neil Baldry. Richard shared his knowledge of seaside
piers; well, his paddle steamers have to dock somewhere! Neil built his
display with Bayko bricks and some members relived their childhood
dreams. I bet nobody had as many kits, sets, or buildings as Neil showed us.
Thank you very much to both of you. Visiting speakers were Alan Copeland
with “Curiosities in the Chilterns: Part Two.” It was a very enthusiastic
presentation. Hopefully, he will come back again next year with another
display. Tony King also visited us again and this time with his “Mail along
the Old Bath Road” theme. This was very well received by the local
historians and Philatelists amongst us. A very good evening was had by all.
Finally, Richard always requires auction lots so please help him and sortout cards that you think other collectors may like. We would also like a
little help at the end of each meeting putting the tables and chairs away.
Happy collecting and keep enjoying this marvellous hobby of ours.

CORAL PRINT
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LIFE ON A PRIVATE ESTATE IN THE FIFTIES.
MIKE TUBB

In 1934, my parents moved from an estate in Hampshire to
Shottesbrooke Park, situated between White Waltham and Waltham St
Lawrence in Berkshire, where my father took the position of Head
Gardener. I didn’t realize it at the time, as I wasn’t born until 1946, but this
was a defining moment in my childhood. Growing up on a quiet estate
during the 1950s would be what any child would wish for. We lived in a
house attached to the Manor which, during this period, was used mainly for
storage. I can well remember Mars Bars and ‘Ultra’ Televisions. The Manor
had been used as a Canadian Red Cross hospital during the war.
Our house had no bathroom.
Bathing was done in a tin bath in
front of the fire. We were also
not
connected
to
mains
electricity but to DC power
which was produced in what I
knew as the ‘engine house’;
situated not far from the
Church. Both the bathroom and
mains electricity were installed,
if I remember correctly, sometime in the middle of the 1950s.
It really was an idyllic place for a child to grow up in. There were woods
to explore, fields to play games in, and ponds to fall into. I had many
scrapes and minor injuries but, thankfully, this was before the days of
Health and Safety. I remember the time that I was sitting on the back of the
hay bailer, watching the bales come through, when a bale fell straight into a
wasp nest. I was immediately covered in angry wasps and was stung all
over. Amazingly I have never been stung by a wasp since. Another time,
again sitting on the back of a bailer, I suffered sun stroke but with my
mother’s nursing care lived to see another day.
The estate, at this time, had quite a number of employees. Three
employees worked on the estate looking after the woods, fences, gates,
hedges, and ditches. Five employees worked in the garden. I had a number
of jobs during this time including mole catching (sorry, I wouldn’t do it
now!); tractor driving; clearing-up the workshops; mangel-wurzel hoeing;
potato picking; hedging and ditching; and I enjoyed all of them.
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With the mole catching it meant
getting up early before school
and going to check one’s traps. I
was paid 1/6d (7.5p) for five tails.
I would present the tails in a
matchbox to the Estate foreman
who would give me my earnings
and would then throw the tails
into some stinging nettles. It
didn’t take me long to work out a
way to increase my earnings.
ERNEST JOHN TUBB (Mike's dad!)
With the hedging and ditching I always remember, at the end of the day,
one could look back along a clear ditch and neat hedge and think what a
good job had been done. I see these days where machines are used to do
the same job and won’t say anymore.
There was quite a selection of animals kept: Guernsey Cows for milk and
butter; two carthorses which were good to ride on; pigs in the sty which
were great to scratch their backs. With the milk, we were supplied with a
can-full each day and my brother and I used to go to the milking parlour,
each morning, to collect and bring home. The cowman used to smoke
Carreras Turf cigarettes and used to leave the picture cards for us to collect.
This was possibly the spark that lit the flame to my collecting passion now.
Most of what happened could, of course, not happen today as Health &
Safety would rear its head and protest. I imagine the way we got our milk
would also be frowned upon and for a ten year old boy to be driving a
tractor….? I realize, now that I am retired, how privileged I was as a child to
grow up where I did. I have only really ‘scratched the surface’ with tales of
my life in the 1950s but, by Jove, it was great.

MIKE’S ‘GOLDEN
GIRLS’!
GOLD–FRAMED PERIODICAL
TRADE CARDS (1910-1915)
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MIKE TUBB HAS FOUND A CONVERSATIONAL POSTCARD
WHICH REFLECTS THE NEED FOR MORE PUZZLE CARDS
(AS WELL AS THE PHONE-HACKING SCANDAL!)

MIKE LEE CONTRIBUTES AN UNUSUAL AND RARE TRADECARD VIEW
OF WINDSOR CASTLE (CARE OF DAYTON SPICE MILLS) TO FIT IN WITH
THE 2012 ROYAL JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS.
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DEFENCE OF RORKE’S DRIFT: PART ONE
(22nd – 23rd JANUARY 1879)

CORAL PRINT
I am sure that most of you would have seen the magnificent film “ZULU”
starring Stanley Baker and Michael Caine. This depicted the defence of
Rorke’s Drift by just over 100 men against 4000 Zulu warriors. Coming
immediately after the destruction of the British column
at Isandhlwana, the defence of Rorke’s Drift saved Natal
from the Zulu army of Cetewayo. A rare example of a
memorial card from this period of the Zulu War is shown
in Illustration No.1 (the 22-year-old prince is wearing a
V.R. medal on his sash). The defending troops at Rorke’s
Drift were composed of men from the Royal Regiment of
Wales, the South Wales Borderers, and the Regiment of
the 24th Foot. Of the eleven V.C’s awarded in the action, ILLUSTRATION
seven were from the Regiment.
No.1
The defence of Rorke’s Drift (actually
a farm beside a ford across the River
Buffalo) was under the command of
Lieutenant JOHN CHARD of the Royal
Engineers and Lieutenant GONVILLE
BROMHEAD of the 24th. The force
included 87 men of the 24th; with some
51 others of whom 36 were sick in the
encampment’s small base hospital. The
vast number of Zulus might have been
expected to overrun the soldiers but,
after twelve hours of hand-to-hand
fighting, the Zulus were checked. At
dawn, they were gone and the fight was
over. The front cover of “The Graphic”
th
ILLUSTRATION No.2
magazine (Dated: 19 April 1879) shows
the Buffalo River site of the battle with drawings of the soldiers in action
and the Zulu warriors (Illustration No.2)
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The battle scenes are recreated
through the artistic imagination
on the 100th anniversary stamp
cover presentation shown on
Illustration Nos.3 and 4; with the
actual V.C. medal depicted on
Illustration No.4.
The emotive presentation text
comments that: “ ….. in reality,
ILLUSTRATION No.3
the defense remains one of the
most glorious of incidents in all
the ‘little wars’ of a world
painted in British Red. The
defense of Rorke’s Drift is
scarcely paralleled. In war, odds
of 40 to 1 can result in a gallant
epic but, ultimately, they are not
odds to be defied. The men who
ILLUSTRATION No.4
turned back the Zulu army,
astonishingly, did so.”
The British lost just 17 men; the Zulus lost 600. CHARD,
BROMHEAD, Surgeon JAMES REYNOLDS, Assistant Commissary
JAMES DALTON, Corporal WILLIAM ALLEN, Private FREDERICK HITCH,
HENRY HOOK, ROBERT JONES, WILLIAM JONES, JOHN WILLIAMS and
Corporal SCHIESS (of the Natal
Native Contingent) all won Victoria
Crosses. Part Two will have a brief
biography of these brave men.
Illustration No.5 is an artist’s
impression of the Rorke’s Drift
interior (London Illustrated News;
ILLUSTRATION No.5
dated: 13-09-1879).
TO BE CONTINUED
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THE GLORY THAT WAS GLASGOW
Cliff Maddock
Cigarette cards in their specially-issued albums are invariably 'at the bottom
of the heap' when it comes to collectable value but that suits me fine. They
conjure up for me 'the spirit of the age' in which they were issued and, if nicely
mounted, I find them both informative and attractive. Conversely, there is
hardly anything more offensive to the eye than a badly mounted set of cards in
an album.
We are all familiar with the mainstream albums - Radio Celebrities, Film
Stars, Air Raid Precautions etc. - but an album which I recently acquired (at the
Reading Toyfair of all unlikely places) was one previously unknown to me and
which has given me particular pleasure. The reason for this particular pleasure
is that it combines nicely with another interest of mine which are the glory days
of the Industrial Exhibitions; the last of such ilk, worthy of the name, being the
marvellous 'Festival of Britain' held in 1951. A tremendous opportunity was
lost, in the year 2000, with the miserable Millennium dome effort.
This album was published in 1938 by Stephen Mitchell (a branch of The
Imperial Tobacco Company) and was, therefore, obviously produced in a highly
professional manner; employing the skills of the producers of Wills and Player's
albums. The set of 25 cards is entitled
“Empire Exhibition, Scotland 1938”. This
exhibition was held in Bellahouston Park,
Glasgow, and was open between May and
October of that year. The light grey album
cover carries a watermark line pavilion
drawing over-laid with a Scottish Lion
Rampant and fancy border lines in red (see
Illustration No.1). The back cover has a
watermarked site plan with a smaller lion at
ILLUSTRATION No.1
one corner and the Mitchell ‘smoking
planter’ trade-mark on the diagonal corner.
The cards themselves are of excellent full colour reproductive quality with
each one depicting a different pavilion or other feature of the site. The
pavilions are all of lavish design. They look as though they are permanent
fixtures although presumably they were all dismantled at the end of the
exhibition. Some of them may survive (I haven't done research on this yet). I
am impressed with the lavishness of these buildings and the landscaping of the
gardens, fountains, lakes, rising steps, and towers. Even the cafeterias and
restaurants are exquisitely designed.
One card depicts a complete 'Highland Village' complete with cottages,
stream, and arched bridge. Some of the pavilions represent a part of the British
Empire, on which the sun was then rapidly setting (as in West Africa, Rhodesia,
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Australia, Canada, etc.) whilst others concentrate on Engineering, Agriculture,
Shipping, Arts etc. There are pavilions for Scotland, UK Government, and
Glasgow together with a Concert Hall and a Press Pavilion (Examples of these
colourful cards are illustrated on this issue’s cover – Editor).
The 'forward' to the album states that the Glasgow exhibition “is the most
ambitious display of its kind in the world since the Great Wembley Exhibition of
1924. It covers an area of 175 acres …… it is appropriate that the exhibition is
being held in Scotland because its own wonders, and the world-renowned
beauty spots which are within easy access of Glasgow, are thus combined to
create a holiday-makers paradise”. How I would have loved to be there!
The Wembley Exhibition of 1924 is portrayed in
Churchman's set of 25 cards issued in that year (in 2
printings). These cards depict similar scenes of
perhaps even more grandeur but, as this set is in
monochrome, the dazzling effect of the Scottish
ILLUSTRATION No.2
cards is not so pronounced (Illustration No.2).
Another 'exhibition' set is Hill's “Crystal Palace Souvenir” set of
40 cards, also in monochrome, issued in 1937 after the Palace
was destroyed by fire (Illustration No.3). Perhaps the Scottish
Exhibition, in the following year, was an attempt to restore
confidence after that catastrophe and also to enhance British
prestige in the face of German expansion. There are still a few
remnants of the foundations and other works to be found in the
Crystal Palace grounds in Sydenham.
Sadly, the 1951 Festival of Britain came after the end of the ILLUSTRATION
No.3
cigarette card era and, as far as I know, there are no trade
issues covering that event. My father attended but, as a youth of 11, I was too
young to go. My father brought back the Souvenir Guide which I pored over
enthusiastically - all those lovely advertisements for British-made goods! That
publication is still one of my most treasured possessions. I have since acquired
many more souvenirs of the 1951 Festival including publications, postcards,
ephemera, trinkets, jig-saw puzzles, coins, etc. If you have anything please let
me know! The iconic symbol of the 1951 Festival was designed by Abram
Games (pronounced James) about whom I have previously written in “Natter.”
Not surprisingly, my recent album discovery depicting the Scottish Exhibition
has given a big 'boost' to my interest in exhibitions. I consider that the days of
such lavish spectacles have sadly passed. More’s the pity. Thankfully, our
interest in card collecting allows us to participate in them from our armchairs.
The Mitchell set is currently catalogued at £30; the Churchman set at £60;
and the Hill set at £70-£90. I am sure, though, that they can be obtained at less
expense. My Mitchell find was a real bargain - and an album to boot!
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THIS SAUCY FRENCH POSTCARD MODEL HAS BEEN HIRED
TO PROMOTE THE NEED FOR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. HER
OWN RISQUE EFFORTS WERE TOO HOT FOR PUBLICATION!
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ROY’S READING CARD CLUB REVIEW
ROY SHEPPARD
Club stalwart, Richard Howarth, gave a power point presentation to 30
members on April 26th about British Piers with screen projections from
vintage postcards of 100 years and more ago. Starting on the Essex coast,
at Southend, the journey took in the piers of Kent, Sussex and the south
coast, Devon, the Welsh coast, Merseyside, and Cumbria. Scotland, like
Cornwall, has very few piers and the steamer boarding points are mainly
jetties. The final journey finished down the east coast returning to Essex.
During the journey, Richard explained that most of the piers were built to
enable passengers to embark on
coastal steamer trips while the
larger piers also added the
attraction of theatres and
amusements as well as being
used for promenading and to
show off the latest fashions.
Guest speaker, Alan Copeland,
returned
to Charvil Village Hall on
DOVER (KENT) - ADMIRALTY PIER PC
May 10th to complete his tour of
local “Curiosities in the Chilterns”. Part Two, once again, amazed the 34
members present with pictorial records and sound effects of some of the
strange curiosities that exist in places within a 15 mile radius of the Hall.
Starting at Marlow, we then journeyed to Henley where we visited a
privately owned working steam railway and museum at Fawley. Next we
visited the village estate of Hambledon as well as Rebecca’s Well at Crazies
Hill. From Henley, Alan journeyed towards the Oxford area visiting
Harpsden; a Nettlebed brick kiln; and also took in one of the oldest schools
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in Britain, now a Primary School, at
Ewelme. There was also a more recent
curiosity in the fibreglass body of a giant
shark disappearing into the roof of a
small terraced house in Headington!
Village lock-ups for local drunks were
pictured at Wheatley and Pangbourne
while village wells at Ipsden and Stoke
WHEATLEY ROUND HOUSE & MOUNT HILL Row were shown. The inevitable strange
1904 PC (SAVAGE CARFAX PUB)
names, memorials, and road signs were
also shown. Without leaving the Hall, we
had all enjoyed being transported around
the nearby localities which most of us have
passed through at some time unaware of
the strange curiosities which lurk there!
Club member, Neil Baldry, mystified
and entertained club members on May
24th, to whom he introduced the magic of
“Bayko”. He displayed a model house EWELME ALMSHOUSES 1904 PC
construction kit for young children first marketed in 1936 made from
bakelite. Within ten minutes, Neil completed the model and demonstrated
the principle of the construction kits. With no permitted production during
WWII, manufacturing and sales resumed in 1947 and continued until 1966
when Lego took over. A
modern day plastic Bayko was
reintroduced on a much
smaller manufacturing scale in
the 1990’s and continues
today. Finally, Neil drew gasps
of amazement when he
unveiled a giant model of a
palatial front facade of an
THE BAYKO KID & LADY FRIEND
imaginary Art Deco design of a
1930’s building that he had constructed from both original and modern
Bayko. Members congratulated long time club member Harry Hepworth,
who attends nearly every fortnight meeting and helps with the
refreshments, on celebrating his 89th birthday that evening.
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ONE CARD COMPETITION & ATTENDANCE STATISTICS
APR 12

APR 26

ATTENDANCES

32

27

COMPETITION
WINNERS:CIGARETTE
TRADE
POSTCARD
EPHEMERA

ML
BC
CF
JC

MT
MH
CF
CF

MAY10

MAY24

JUN 14

JUN 28

35

23

26

23

MC
ML
GA
MC

CP
MC
CP
JJ

JC
JC
JJ
JC

CP
CP
CF
JC

ABBREVIATIONS: MT = MIKE TUBB DD = DEREK DAVIS CP = CORAL PRINT
RW = ROGER WICHELOW GW = GRAHAM WRIGHT ML = MIKE LEE
BC = BRYAN CLARK MH = MARGARET HUSSEY JC = JOHN CAHILL
JD = JOHN DEVANEY KH = KEN HUSSEY KT = KEN TOWNSEND JJ = JENNY JERRUM
CF = CHRISTINE FREWIN MC=MIKE COMPTON GA = GEOFF ASHTON

TUBBIAN DELIGHTS: PUZZLE CORNER
HOW MANY CAN YOU FIND ?
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FUTURE MEETINGS FOR 2012
th
26
JULY (SP): MEMBERS AUCTION (Theme: Hope)
26
9th AUGUST (Ch): OPEN FORUM + BRING & SHOW (Theme: Talk)
rd
23
6thMAUGUST: No Meeting
13th SEPT. (Ch): “WW2 READING BOMBINGS” By Mike Cooper
(Theme: Damage)
22nd SEPT. (SP): MEMBER’S GENERAL DEALING (Theme: Lucky)
2224th
NOTE: SP= St. PATRICK’S HALL and Ch= CHARVIL VILLAGE HALL.
FURTHER INFO: CONTACT BRYAN CLARK (Club Secretary) 0118 948 1350.
All are warmly welcome to our lively and friendly meetings.

URGENT REQUEST FROM THE EDITOR: Contributions, however small, are
now urgently required. Articles, reviews, personal reflections, and local
Collector Fair news are very welcome; as well as your own thoughts and
impressions on the club and the hobby. Have you made any exciting card
discoveries recently or have you a favourite theme you would like to share
with your fellow members? This magazine can facilitate such sharing and
can, ideally, help to bring us closer together as a club. Please bring your
contributions along to the meetings and pass them onto me, the Editor, or
send them to me via email at: johndevaney222@btinternet.com
I can be contacted on 0118 9752553 or by telepathy. Thank you.
CLUB AUCTIONS: CONTACT RICHARD HOWARTH
Telephone: 0118 9794459.
Unwanted collectables are always welcome (20p per Lot to
club members). Contact Richard or bring items to meetings.
Contact Richard or bring along to club meetings. This is an
easy way to sell your postcards; trade cards; cigarette cards;
For further Reading Card Club details please send a SAE to:BRYAN CLARK,and
14 assorted
TOWER ephemera.
CLOSE, EMMER GREEN,
READING, RG4 8UU.
Email: bc975@aol.com
Tel: 0118 948 1350
Or visit our website: www.readingpostcards.com
“On the Cards” is published by Reading & District
Cigarette Card & Postcard Club.
PRINTED BY CAMPBELL PRINTERS OF READING.
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A CLUB FEAST AT SONNING
(MARCH 2012)
PHOTOGRAPHS BY LIZ TEBBUT

KEN & MARGARET CONTEMPLATE A 'DOGGY
BAG' FOR THE FURRY ONES AT HOME!

JOHN & CHRISTINE DISCUSS WHAT TO COLLECT
NEXT (ANOTHER BOTTLE PERHAPS?)

CORAL & COMPANY DEBATE WHETHER THE
SERVIETTES ARE EPHEMERA OR NOT?

THE WINE TAKES ITS TOLL ON RICHARD WHILE
HARRY GIVES HIM A KICK UNDER THE TABLE!

[Type text]
A LINGERING LOOK OF LOVE ACROSS THE TABLE!
(ALAS! NO ROMANTIC VIOLINIST !!)

BLISSFULLY FULL AND CONTENT AT DINNER'S
END!

